Introduction
Let R be a Noetherian ring. It is known that if J is an ideal of R, then the two sequences of sets Ass R/J, Ass R/J2, . . . and Ass R/J,, Ass R/(J 2)a, . . . eventually stabilize to sets denoted A *(I) and A *(I) respectively (see [ In Section 2 we consider the situation for general d-closures under the hypothesis that R is locally analytically unramified.
Asymptotic stability of Ass RN,"' . . . I2
We begin by fixing some notation.
Notation. Throughout
R will be a Noetherian ring, g a fixed positive integer and z,, ***, Zg ideals of R. t~4, will be the set of all g-tuples of non-negative integers. If n=(n,, . . . . ?z,)E Kli,, then by I" we mean I;' . . . 12. For 1 lilg, n(i) will refer to nj, the ith component of n. Also, we will write nrm (respectively If it and m are in ~PJ, and h?O is an integer, then hn and n -t m will be defined in the usual component-wise manner (n-m only being defined when nlm). We shall denote by J, the integral closure of an ideal J and by J* the eventual stable value of (J* : J) c (J3 : J*) c ... . J * was introduced in [5] , and in [2, Lemma 8.21 it is shown that if J is a regular ideal, then (J")" = J" for IZ large. Both of these operations are special cases of a more general operation, the so-called d-closure operation, introduced by the third author in [4] . Proof. For (a), suppose XE(Z"+~:Z~).
n>m) if n(i)zm(i)
Since kn-m E t?4,, we may write (Z")k= zmzkn-m.
Thus x(Z")~=XZ~Z~~-~ c Zn+mZkn-m= (Zn)k+l. This gives the first containment of the conclusion.
The second containment is by the definition of (I")*. 
(c) Zf Zi is a regular ideal, there exists di E IN such that (ZF+nlJS : ZF) = Z:'J" for all ni> dip h E N and s E IhI,. Consequently, there exists k E IhI, such that (Z,+, : Zm) = I" for all n > k and m E tt4, (if each Zi is regular).
Proof. Let tl, . . . . tg be indeterminates and set .%? = R [II tl, . . . , Zg tg], the Rees ring of R with respect to Zi, . . . , Zg. Let & = %? 0, A4 and JV be the submodule consisting of all finite sums of the form C art' where are Z'Mfl N (here we are writing t' for t;' . . . t2 if rE Klg). Then &i! is an t?J,-graded finitely generated &-module and JV has a system of homogeneous generators.
As in the proof of the usual Artin-Rees
Lemma, let ki be the maximum value achieved by any exponent of tj in any one of the generators. Then it is readily seen that the conclusion of (a) holds for this k,.
For (b) let S' = (Zj.% : I;ti) in a. A brief computation shows that 3 is an N,-homogeneous S?-ideal, so it has a generating set of the form a, t", . . . , a, t", where rj E IN, and aj EZ"). Let Zj = { max rj (i) 1 1 ~j SS} + 1 and suppose ct'E 93 satisfies r(i) > I,.
We may write ct'=Cj (b,t'~")(ajt") for elements b/t'~'lE~. 
"-k(ZkK : K) c (Z"K : K) c (Z%. Thus P=((Zk), :x) c (Z"pk(Zk)d :xZ"-~) c ((Z"), :xZ"-~). However, we also claim that this last ideal is contained in P. Let y belong to this ideal. Then yx~ ((I"), : Znmk). For some L E A, (I"), = (Z"L
Therefore y E ((Zk)n : x) = P as desired. Thus P = ((I"), : xl" -k), so P E Ass R/(Z"), . Proof. We will find an integer k(g) which satisfies the conclusion of the result for all nl(l,..., 1). If n has some zero components, then we will delete those Zj for which n(i) = 0, and so will simply have a smaller value of g to deal with. Thus, the final k we take will be the maximum of the k(d) over 15 dl g. 
.,Z,t,] and L%T~=R[{(Z")~P n E N,}]. (Note that (I"), . (Zm)d c (Zn+m)d, so G?4 is a ring and also an S?-module.) Then (a) Zf SI?~ is a finite .%-module, there exists KE A such that for all n E N,, (I"), = (Z"K : K). Also, there is an integer b such that if n and m are such that for all

